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Abstract
Art is the soul of a civilized society, and it opens up new horizons for mankind of advancement and progress because it touches his feelings and sentiments and affects his actions and emotions. So society is affected by its decisions that create and build civilization, and the interest in the arts, especially the visual arts, constitutes an essential element in the formation of human culture. It is one of the basic concerns of many advanced civilizations and societies. The art movement is one of the main criteria by which the progress of a society can be measured, in addition to other criteria such as scientific and technical progress, and the marriage of the artistic and technical two directions to produce a work of art that carries the spirit of development is one of the goals that every applied designer seeks, that bears the responsibility of developing society and providing an applied artistic product that makes others happy with the artistic pleasure it carries and its use in the fields of life, or it achieves visual pleasure through its mixing with art and its treatment of a human environment that achieves for the recipient an enjoyable experience with that piece of art and a plastic treatment of that environment. In recent times, digital technology is rapidly growing, and the field of technology has become general and its uses carry the momentum that calls for constant presence and awareness by the designer to absorb it and keep pace with that, so the designer's awareness of the components of this era and its connection to it has become a definite and urgent necessity that he cannot ignore, and due to the ability of this technology to transform all information and data into a digital form that is easy to deal with in new and different forms from the above, especially through some variables and coordinates that open us with an inexhaustible term and a very wide field of results, which is called the parametric design, which is concerned with studying the digital variables of the design unit and methods of their repetition and extracting designs that express the changing relationships between the coordinates and the coefficients of the decorative figure. Here, we easily notice the impact of digital technology on multiplying the information and assumptions produced, as well as the diversity of the means of its use, which provided the opportunity for a vast process of exchange and consensus to extract innovative design features that enrich the creative process and open the door to many design solutions.
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Introduction
Art is the soul of a civilized society, and it opens up new horizons for mankind of advancement and progress because it touches his feelings and sentiments and influences his actions and emotions. It is one of the basic concerns of many advanced civilizations and societies.

The art movement is one of the main criteria by which the progress of a society can be measured, in addition to other criteria such as scientific and technical progress, and the marriage of artistic and technical directions to produce a work of art that carries the spirit of development is one of the goals that every applied designer seeks the responsibility of developing society and providing an applied artistic product that makes others happy with the artistic pleasure it carries and its use
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in the fields of life, or it achieves visual pleasure through its mixing with art and its treatment of a human environment that achieves for the recipient an enjoyable experience with that piece of art and a plastic treatment of that environment. In recent times, digital technology is rapidly growing, and the field of technology has become general and its uses bear the momentum that calls for constant presence and awareness by the designer to absorb and keep pace with it. Therefore, the designer's awareness of the components of this era and its connection to it has become a definite and urgent necessity that he cannot ignore, and due to the ability of all this technology to transform information and the data into a digital form, which is easy to deal with in new and different forms from the above. Especially through some of the variables and coordinates that open us with an inexhaustible term and a very wide field of results, which is what was called the parametric design, which is concerned with studying the digital variables of the design unit and methods of its repetition and extracting designs that express the changing relationships between the coordinates and the coefficients of the decorative figure. Here, we easily notice the impact of digital technology on multiplying the information and assumptions produced, as well as the diversity of the means of its use, which provided the opportunity for a vast process of exchange and consensus to extract innovative design features that enrich the creative process and open the door to many design solutions.

If the architectural design is concerned with creating the vacuum in which all activities that represent different aspects of civilization.

The arts are one of the aspects that expand in the architectural void, which includes the arts of all kinds, as it has influenced various areas of life, especially the areas of design. Employing digital solutions in a printed and spatially suspended form after studying the targeted space, how to deal with it and beautify it, and how to reconcile a certain architectural space with the printed comments in it, in order to confirm the relationship between art as a digital product and between the architectural spaces.

**Research problem**

1- The lack of treatment of architectural spaces to employ printed textiles linked to the wall and taking into account architectural trends Modernity.

2 - The constant need for methods and directions to enrich the artistic creativity process and its applications.

**The goal of research**

1- Learn about parametric design as a source of creativity.
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2- Emphasizing the complementarity relationship between the decoration and textile printing departments in producing printed textile pendants that take into account the design principles and determinants of the architectural space.

Research importance:
1- The global trend towards exchanging experiences between disciplines to reach an applied product that is technically and technically mature and has new features that enrich applied art.
2- The necessity of using digital technology represented in parametric design for a distinct applied artistic product.

Research Methodology
1- Descriptive method: through a review of some parametric experiments and the use of computer technology in their production.

2-Experimental method: through experimenting with parametric tools (which the two researchers seek to reach) in producing suspensions of printed fabric and their suitability to the internal spaces that have been chosen.
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